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WORD,C,16 DEFINITION,C,250
irregular not following custom or rule; uneven
illiterate having little or no education, especially, not able to read or write; showing lack of education
impolite lacking good taste or training; lacking consideration and courtesy: rude
incessant going on and on: not stopping or letting up
improbable unlikely to be true or to occur
fraudulent based on or done by trickery or dishonest methods
immaculate having no stain or blemish: pure; perfectly clean
nestle to lie close and snug; to settle as if in a nest
impregnable not able to be captured by assault
irreplaceable not able to be substituted by something new
unruly not yielding easily to rule or restriction: uncontrollable
inconceivable impossible to imagine or believe
illegible impossible or very hard to read
innocent free from sin: pure; free from guilt or blame; free from harmful influence or effect
irreverent showing lack of honor or respect
illicit illegal
impious not having or showing love for God; without great loyalty to a person or thing: irreverent
immeasurable impossible to find the size, extent, or amount of
disconsolate very sad
irreparable not capable of being repaired or regained
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SENTENCE,C,80
The procedure was a bit @, but the agent followed it anyway.
Although he was an adult, he was still @ since he did not go to school.
He apologized the next day for his @ behavior, and wished he had done better.
The noise from the factory was @, and Julie just could not go to sleep.
It was highly @ that the newcomer would learn quickly enough to participate.
They gained their ends by @ means, and were found out by the law.
The classroom was @, since the children had just finished cleaning it.
The baby liked to @ close to his mother while he nursed.
The fort was virtually @, since it was surrounded on three sides by cliffs.
The crystal vase was @, since it had come from Europe with her grandparents.
The children ran out in an @ bunch, happy that the class was over.
It was @ that they had moved so many boxes, and yet they had!
His handwriting was completely @, and he had to type his letters.
The children were carefree and @, happy in their homes and community.
Talking back to his mother was wholly @ and unacceptable behavior.
The governor's was an @ use of state money for his own, private ends.
The word @ is a synonym for "irreverent".
Their gratitude was @, for it was a very large favor indeed.
When she could not find her doll, Lucy was @.
The broken radio was @, and Philip had to buy a new one.
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